Abstract-A survey of the methodologies associated with the modeling and control of uncertain nonlinear systems has been given due importance in this paper. The basic criteria that highlights the work is relied on the various patterns of techniques incorporated for the solutions of fuzzy equations that corresponds to fuzzy controllability subject. The solutions which are generated by these equations are considered to be the controllers. Currently, numerical techniques have come out as superior techniques in order to solve these types of problems. The implementation of neural networks technique is contributed in the complex way of dealing the appropriate coefficients and solutions of the fuzzy systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent days, many methods involving uncertainties have used fuzzy numbers [20] [21] [22] [36] [37] [38] , where the uncertainties of the system are represented by fuzzy coefficients. Fuzzy method is a highly favorable tool for uncertain nonlinear system modeling. The fuzzy models approximate uncertain nonlinear systems with several linear piecewise systems (Takagi-Sugeno method) [42] . Mamdani models use fuzzy rules to achieve a good level of approximation of uncertainties [26] . When the parameter of an equation are changeable in the manner of fuzzy set, this equation becomes a fuzzy equation [12] .
In comparison with the normal systems, fuzzy equations are considered to be very noncomplex. It is feasible for them to apply directly for nonlinear control. The approach of fuzzy control is associated with the design of appropriate nonlinear functions in the fuzzy equation. Fuzzy control through fuzzy equations requires solution of the fuzzy equation. Several approaches are incorporated. [18] utilized the parametric form of fuzzy numbers and restored the original fuzzy equations using crisp linear systems. In [13] , the extension principle is implemented and it suggests that the coefficients can be either real or complex fuzzy numbers. However, the validation of the solution is not assured. [2] inducted the Newton's technique. In [5] , the solution of fuzzy equations are extracted using the fixed point methodology. The numerical solution associated with fuzzy equation can be fetched using the iterative technique [25] , interpolation technique [44] and Runge-Kutta technique [34] .
Neural networks can be implemented for resolving the fuzzy equation. A generalized fuzzy quadratic equation is resolved by utilizing neural networks which has been mentioned in [9] . Neural networks have been utilized in order to extract the solution of dual fuzzy equations which has been illustrated in [19] . A matrix pattern associated to the neural learning has been quoted in [27] . However, these techniques are not general as they cannot resolve general fuzzy equations with neural networks. Also, they cannot generate the fuzzy coefficients directly with neural networks [41] .
In this paper, a survey on the numerical solutions of the fuzzy equations and dual fuzzy equations is given. The solutions which are generated by these equations are considered to be the controllers. Here, it has been presented that the roots of the mentioned equations can be extracted with different methods. The needs in mathematical modelling of efficient numerical algorithms as an alternative to classical methods of applied mathematics makes enormous progress for obtaining efficient numerical methods [33] [35] . In this paper, the advantages of the numerical methods in terms of accuracy is discussed. Studying of previous works by other researchers shows that no study has been done as a survey for the solutions of these equations, so that this survey will be a good beginning for those showing interest in the field of these kinds of equations.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
The following definitions are used in this paper.
We use so called membership functions to express the fuzzy number. The most popular membership functions are the triangular function
(1) and trapezoidal function
Definition 2: The fuzzy number v in association to the α-level is illustrated as
where
α is a bounded mentioned as
If v 1 , v 2 ∈ E, the fuzzy operations are as follows Sum,
or multiply,
Definition 3: A general discrete-time nonlinear system can be described as
Here we consider w k ∈ u as the input vector,x k ∈ l is regarded as an internal state vector and s k ∈ m is the output vector.p andq are noted as generalized nonlinear smooth functionsp,q ∈ C ∞ . Define
∂x is non-singular at the instancex k = 0, W k = 0, this will create a path towards the following model
where Ω (·) is an nonlinear difference equation exhibiting the plant dynamics, w k and s k are computable scalar input and output respectively.
Definition 4:
Taking into consideration the nonlinear systems as mentioned in (9) , it can be simplified as the following linear-in-parameter model
or
where b i and c i are considered to be the linear parameters, p i (x k ) and q i (x k ) are nonlinear functions. The variables related to these functions are quantifying input and output.
When the parameters in the linear-in-parameter model (10) or (11) are fuzzy number, (10) and (11) become fuzzy equations and dual fuzzy equations.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING FUZZY AND DUAL FUZZY EQUATIONS

A. Steepest descent method
In [3] , a numerical solution associated with fuzzy nonlinear equation G(x) = 0 is suggested using steepest descent technique, where the fuzzy quantities are demonstrated in parametric form. The equation is represented by parametric form as mentioned below
The technique of steepest descent characterizes a local minimum for two-variable function K. The technique of steepest descent is stated as:
which causes a decrease in the value of K.
Shift a suitable amount in this direction and consider the new value
The steepest descent technique converges only linearly to the solution, but in general it converges even for weak initial approximations [17] . Even though steepest descent technique does not need a superior initial value, its drawback is due to its low convergency speed.
B. Adomian decomposition method
The Adomian decomposition method was primarily laid down by George Adomian in [4] . In [1] the standard Adomian decomposition is implemented on simple iteration technique in order to resolve the equation g(x) = 0, where g(x) is a nonlinear function. The convergency related to the series solution is proved. Initially the nonlinear equation is transformed into canonical form, after that the Adomian technique computes the solution which is in the series form. As practically all the terms associated with the series are not possible to determine, hence the estimation of the solution from the truncated series has been accomplished. Also, the convergency related to the truncated series is usually very rapid.
Babolian et al. [6] altered the standard Adomian technique mentioned in [1] in order to solve nonlinear equation g(x) = 0 for acquiring a sequence of approximations to the solution, with approximately superlinear convergency. They have employed Cherruault's definition [15] and took into consideration the order of convergency related to the technique [7] .
In [32] a potential numerical algorithm is demonstrated in order to solve fuzzy polynomial equations n i=1 b i x i = d on the basis of Newton's technique, where x and d are considered to be fuzzy numbers, also all coefficients are taken to be fuzzy numbers. The modified Adomian decomposition methodology is implemented for the construction of the numerical algorithm. Primarily the fuzzy polynomials are illustrated in a parametric form and finally they have been resolved using Adomian decomposition technique.
In [43] the Shanks transformation is employed on the Adomian decomposition technique in order to resolve nonlinear equations so as to improvise the preciseness of the approximate solutions. The numerical results demonstrate that the the implementation of this technique in the same conditions generates more appropriate solutions in concerned to the nonlinear equations when compared with those extracted from the Adomian decomposition technique. The Shanks transform is an effective approach which can speed up the convergency rate of the series.
The advantage of the Adomian decomposition technique is that it can provide analytical approximations to solutions of nonlinear equations without supposing that the system has weak nonlinearities. The major drawback of the Adomian decomposition technique is the complex and difficult procedure in order to compute the Adomian polynomials. The ranking method is simple and inexpensive.
C. Ranking method
The ranking methodology was primarily laid down by Delgado et al [16] . In [39] the researcher used a ranking methodology of fuzzy numbers for obtaining the real roots of polynomial equation which has been demonstrated as follows
where x ∈ as well as D 0 , D 1 , ..., D n are taken to be fuzzy numbers. In [39] the fuzzy polynomial equation is converted to system of crisp polynomial equations. This conversion performs with ranking methodology on the basis of three parameters value, ambiguity as well as fuzziness. The obtained system of crisp polynomial equations is resolved numerically.
In [28] the ranking methodology is suggested in order to extract the real roots associated to a dual fuzzy polynomial equation which has been displayed as follows
where x ∈ as well as C 1 , ..., C n , D 1 , ..., D n , q are denoted as fuzzy numbers. The dual fuzzy polynomial equation is converted to the system associated to the crisp dual polynomial equations. This conversion is carried out by utilizing ranking methodology on the basis of three parameters namely value, ambiguity and fuzziness.
In [29] the real roots of the polynomial equation in the form of C 1 x + C 2 x 2 + ... + C n x n = C 0 is obtained by utilizing the ranking method of fuzzy numbers, where x ∈ as well as C 0 , C 1 , ..., C n are denoted as fuzzy numbers. Also in the quoted paper, the ranking methodology is utilized for real roots associated with dual polynomial equation which is mentioned as below
where x ∈ , C 1 , ..., C n , A 1 , ..., A n as well as p are considered to be fuzzy numbers.
In [30] the ranking technique is implemented in order to obtain the real roots of an interval type-2 dual fuzzy polynomial equation
.., D n as well as k are termed as interval type-2 fuzzy numbers. Type-2 dual fuzzy polynomial equation is converted into a system of crisp type-2 dual fuzzy polynomial equation. The mentioned conversion is performed by ranking method associated with fuzzy numbers on the basis of three parameters viz value, ambiguity and fuzziness.
It was revealed that solutions on the basis of three parameters such as value, ambiguity and fuzziness are not efficient to generate solutions. Henceforth in [31] , a novel ranking methodology is suggested in order to eradicate the intrinsic weakness. The novel ranking methodology which is incorporated with four parameters has been implemented in the interval type-2 fuzzy polynomials. It covers the interval type-2 of fuzzy polynomial equation, dual fuzzy polynomial equations as well as system of fuzzy polynomials. The effectiveness of the novel ranking methodology is numerically considered in the triangular fuzzy numbers as well as the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
The main disadvantage of ranking method is that it can be applied only when membership functions are known. Approximation methods such as fuzzy neural networks are also effective tools to overcome the limitations of the other numerical methods. The major advantage of using fuzzy neural networks is training large amount of data sets, quick convergence and high accuracy.
D. Neural network method
In [10] neural network has been employed for solving fuzzy linear equation in the form mentioned below
where C, D and X are considered to be triangular fuzzy numbers. For certain values of C and D, (17) generates no solution for X [13] . The training of neural network in order to solve (17) is mentioned by the researchers in [10] , considering that zero does not belong to the support of C. The investigation is carried out considering neural network solutions termed to be Y and X * . When there is no restrictions in concerned to the weights of the network, then the neural network output will be Y . The non existence of relationship between Y and X is validated by utilizing computer analysis. X * is the solution of the neural network, taking into consideration that the certain sign restrictions are set on the weights. X * is illustrated to be an approximation which is named as a new solution of fuzzy equations. It has been displayed by using X ≤ X * .
The evolutionary algorithm as well as neural network in combination have been utilized for solving the following fuzzy equation which has been mentioned in [11] GX + F = D (18) where G, F, D and X are termed as triangular fuzzy numbers. The first solution type (X c ) related to (18) is stated to be the classical solution that utilizes α-cut and interval arithmetic for obtaining X c . 
. It can be extracted 
For obtaining α-cut of X e the process is described as follows
The solution X I can be calculated as follows
The original fuzzy equation maybe or may not be solved by X e (X I ). Taking into account some fuzzy equations X e is computationally complex to extract, so in [11] an evolutionary algorithm has been implemented for estimating its α-cuts. [11] can be generalized to the interactions of fuzzy problems, evolutionary algorithms as well as neural networks. There have been disadvantages incorporated in the method which has been mentioned in [11] . The method is exclusively meant for the symmetric fuzzy numbers, in addition it computes just the upper bound as well as the lower bound of the fuzzy numbers avoiding the center part.
In [24] the researchers obtained the approximate solution related to the following fuzzy polynomial having degree n
where B 0 , B 1 , ..., B n and x belong to fuzzy set. They laid down two types of neural networks for approximating the solution related to (24) , namely feedforward (static) as well as recurrent (dynamic) models. The corresponding algorithms related to both neural networks are based on the least mean square. The difference between two neural networks suggest that dynamic neural network is superiorly robust than static neural network. The technique which is illustrated in [24] is just able to find approximate solution of the special case of fuzzy equation, not generalized case.
The general fuzzy equations to be mentioned as dual fuzzy equations [44] has been illustrated in [19] . Normal fuzzy equations posses fuzzy numbers solely on one side of the equation. However, dual fuzzy equations posses fuzzy numbers on both sides of the equation. As because it is not possible to move the fuzzy numbers in between the sides of the equation [25] , dual fuzzy equations are superiorly generalized and complex. In [19] the existence of the solutions related to the dual fuzzy equations is analyzed that is incorporated with the controllability problem associated to fuzzy control [14] . Two kinds of neural networks for approximation of the solutions related to dual fuzzy equations have been demonstrated namely static and dynamic models.
In [23] a dynamic neural network is proposed for resolving a dual fuzzy polynomial which is demonstrated as follows
where a 1 , ..., a n , b 1 , ..., b n and d belong to fuzzy set. The neural network is trained by back-propagation-type learning algorithm which has five layer where connection weights are crisp numbers. The important advantage of this methodology is that, it can greatly reduce the size of calculations and generate a high accuracy of the numerical solution.
IV. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL METHODS
In this section, two examples of application have been laid down in order to compare the efficiency of the numerical methods to approximate the solution of dual fuzzy equations. The mass balance of the tank is [40] :
where ρ is considered to be the density of the water. The exact solution is taken to be ϑ 0 = 2 [40] . To approximate the solution, we use four popular methods: Steepest descent method, Adomian decomposition method, Ranking method, and Neural network method. Corresponding error plots are demonstrated in Figure 2 . It can be seen that all four methods can approximate the solutions of the dual fuzzy equations. Neural network method is more suitable for solving these kind of equations. By increasing the number of iterations the estimated errors of the neural networks based algorithm are less than the other methods. Neural network method is more robust when compared with the other methods. According to the tension relations we have [8] 
where d = 0.02, E = 70 × 10 9 . The exact solution is ϑ = 4. To approximate the solution, we use four popular methods: Steepest descent method, Adomian decomposition method, Ranking method, and Neural network method. Corresponding error plots are demonstrated in Figure 4 . Neural network method is more robust than the other methods. Furthermore, the estimated error of the neural network is less when compared with other methods. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, some of numerical methodologies are demonstrated as a solution of fuzzy equations and dual fuzzy equations. This survey illustrates that the roots of the fuzzy equation can be extracted with different algorithms. However, in few cases there exist no roots in fuzzy equation. Solution of fuzzy polynomial by ranking methodology is proposed for solving fuzzy polynomial equation which convert to a crisp system of polynomial equations, therefore the system is easily solvable. For obtaining the roots of system in a case that there is no exact solution, iteration methodologies can be utilized for estimating the solution. By modified Adomian decomposition methodology, the roots can be extracted by laying down fuzzy polynomial in parametric form and solving it by Adomian decomposition methodology. Differently with fuzzy neural network, the root of fuzzy equation can be obtained by laying down a learning algorithm. This survey supplies an input for those showing interest in the field of fuzzy equations.
